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Abstract— As artificial intelligence becomes an increasingly
prevalent method of enhancing robotic capabilities, it is impor-
tant to consider effective ways to train these learning pipelines
and to leverage human expertise. Working towards these goals,
a master-apprentice model is presented and is evaluated during
a grasping task for effectiveness and human perception. The
apprenticeship model augments self-supervised learning with
learning by demonstration, efficiently using the human’s time
and expertise while facilitating future scalability to supervision
of multiple robots; the human provides demonstrations via
virtual reality when the robot cannot complete the task au-
tonomously. Experimental results indicate that the robot learns
a grasping task with the apprenticeship model faster than
with a solely self-supervised approach and with fewer human
interventions than a solely demonstration-based approach;
100% grasping success is obtained after 150 grasps with 19
demonstrations. Preliminary user studies evaluating workload,
usability, and effectiveness of the system yield promising results
for system scalability and deployability. They also suggest a
tendency for users to overestimate the robot’s skill and to
generalize its capabilities, especially as learning improves.

I. INTRODUCTION

As robotic and artificial intelligence systems become more
advanced, the capacity for effective collaboration between
humans and these systems develops assiduously. Effectively
incorporating humans’ experiential knowledge into robotic
learning pipelines could greatly improve scalability and
deployability while efficiently using humans’ time and ex-
pertise. This could facilitate scalable deployment of robot
supervision in settings such as manufacturing that require
large and variable numbers of humans and robots, high
task success rates, efficient use of human time, low human
workload, and consideration of the human’s trust in the robot.

Taking a step towards these goals, a scalable master-
apprentice system based on teleoperation is presented in
which a human can oversee an autonomous robot and provide
demonstrations at critical junctures to aid learning. The
apprentice learns from the master’s examples, gradually in-
creasing its competency and autonomy. Using a virtual reality
(VR) interface leverages gaming expertise and facilitates
scalability to multiple robots in remote locations.

It is also important to consider questions about team
fluency and workload when a human interacts with a versatile
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Fig. 1: A person supervises a robot while it autonomously learns a
grasping task, and remotely controls it via virtual reality when the robot
requests help. This master-apprentice model allows the robot to quickly
learn the task while efficiently using the human’s time and expertise.1

automaton in the apprenticeship model. Understanding how
well the master can evaluate the apprentice’s skill could
directly impact task success, safety, trust in the robot, and
appropriate use of the system. Similarly, the workload and
usability of the interface become critical as the system is
scaled to multiple robots or more complex tasks.

These aspects are explored via experiments in which
subjects use VR to supervise and control an autonomous
robot learning a grasping task online, as seen in Figure 1. The
robot uses self-supervised learning to generate positive and
negative grasping examples, and requests human intervention
when it cannot find a solution. The human then teleoperates
the robot to provide a successful demonstration. Experiments
indicate that this blending of autonomous exploration with
human demonstrations yields faster learning from fewer
human interventions. Preliminary user studies also indicate a
decrease in human workload and an increase in human trust
in the robot once the robot has improved, which is promising
for scaling to multi-robot supervision as enabled by the VR
interface. They also suggest a tendency to overestimate the
robot’s capabilities, which could be important to consider
when expanding to more complex tasks.

In particular, this work presents the following:
• a master-apprentice model that requests human demon-

strations at strategic times to aid online robot learning;
• a virtual reality interface for providing demonstrations

via teleoperation that can be scaled to multiple robots;
• experiments with 10 subjects to evaluate interface ef-

fectiveness for providing grasping demonstrations;
• user studies with 8 subjects investigating perception of

skill, workload, and trust as the robot’s accuracy varies.

https://people.csail.mit.edu/delpreto/icra2020


II. RELATED WORK

This work builds upon investigations of robot teleoperation
and shared autonomy, learning by demonstration or self-
supervision, autonomous grasping, workloads in human-
robot teams, and perceptions of robot capabilities.

Research on the supervision of multiple teleoperated
robots has traditionally focused on mobile robotic applica-
tions [1] or robots sharing the same space and task [2], [3],
[4], [5]. Yet humans often struggle with the cognitive burdens
associated with task switching or the volume of required
interventions [6], and modern teleoperation systems can
struggle to achieve half of the productivity of local human
operation [7]. Incorporating automation into teleoperation
has been a key method for improving operator efficiency
[6]; using deep learning has enabled automated grasping [8],
knot tying [9], and cloth folding [10]. These systems have
mostly used teleoperation for collecting training data, rather
than sharing control between the automaton and human.

Prominent learning methods directly related to the present
work can be broadly characterized as reinforcement learning
[11] or learning by demonstration [12], [13]. In reinforce-
ment learning, a policy mapping observations to actions
is learned from attempts that generate positive or negative
rewards. This can be fully automated in the case of self-
supervised learning, in which training data is labelled au-
tomatically. Policy search methods [14] can thereby enable
learning new behavior from experience [15], [16], [14] or
even jointly training perception and control systems [17].
In contrast, learning by human demonstration directly in-
corporates human expertise but typically requires exten-
sive human involvement. Demonstrations are often provided
kinesthetically [18], in simulation [19], or via motion capture
[20]. Processing techniques often involve keyframes [21],
segmentation [22], [23], constraint extraction [24], [25], and
reproduction [26], [27]. The present work merges learning by
demonstration with self-supervised reinforcement learning
by requesting human intervention when the currently learned
policy cannot successfully grasp an object; these sporadic
human demonstrations provide positive training examples in
situations that help the model advance its learning.

There has been significant work on applying machine
learning to object grasping in particular [28], [29]. Learning
often maps visual sensor data directly to grasps; the grasping
rectangle describing suitable grasping in the image plane
is a dominant representation [30], [31], [32], and mapping
functions include logistic regression [30] and deep neural
networks [31]. Convolutional neural networks [33] have
also been used [34], [32], [35], [36], [37], [38], typically
predicting feasibility of a set of grasping hypotheses.

When incorporating learning frameworks into a human-
robot interaction scenario, it is important to consider how
the user perceives the automation and its capabilities. For
example, a phase delay between changes in the system’s
internal prediction confidences and changes in the human
collaborator’s confidence in the system have been observed
in navigational tasks [39]. Studies have also observed ten-

Algorithm 1: Master-Apprentice Learning Model
1: Input: partially learned model grasper
2: Params: failureThreshold, confidenceThreshold

4:4: while True do
6:6: objectV oxels← perceive()
8:8: pose, confidence← grasper.predict(objectVoxels)

10:10: if confidence > confidenceThreshold then
12:12: reward← grasp(pose)
14:14: if reward == 0 then
16:16: numFailures← numFailures+ 1

18:18: else
20:20: numFailures← 0

22:22: if numFailures > failureThreshold then
24:24: pose, reward← human demonstration()
26:26: numFailures← 0

28:28: else
30:30: pose, reward← human demonstration()
32:32: numFailures← 0

34:34: grasper.learn(objectVoxels, pose, reward)

dencies of users to over-trust a supervised automation and
inappropriately rely on it in multi-tasking scenarios [40] and
particularly with embodied robots [41]. Increasing levels of
automation can also impact users’ ability to form shared
mental models and not miss contextual information [42]. It
has been observed that automation must maintain at least
a 70% success level to maintain user trust [43], and that
imperfect automation can still be beneficial [44]. Finally,
the impact of autonomy levels on human workload has been
investigated in teleoperation contexts [45], [46].

III. APPRENTICESHIP MODEL

The presented master-apprentice model enables efficient
online learning by allowing a robot to autonomously explore
the task and request human demonstrations for challenging
situations. The human supervisor does not need to intervene
in cases that the robot can handle on its own, and does not
need to provide negative examples. The model thus augments
self-supervised learning with learning by demonstration to
leverage human expertise during examples that can signifi-
cantly improve learning, while reducing human workload.

Algorithm 1 outlines the model, implemented for a grasp-
ing task where the robot must lift a randomly placed object
by predicting a suitable gripper orientation. Figure 3 also
illustrates the overall flow between learning modes.

During the self-supervised learning portion, the robot
autonomously attempts the grasping task using a partially
trained model and learns from each attempt. The grasping
pipeline, described in Section IV-A, uses a neural network
to predict a gripper orientation based on depth camera
observations. The robot then executes the chosen grasp and
detects whether it can lift the object. Using this as a reward
signal associated with the original object observation and
the predicted grasp, the pipeline updates the neural network
weights via back-propagation. Every grasp experience there-
fore updates the learned model, increasing the likelihood that
it will predict suitable gripper orientations for future grasps.
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Fig. 2: The grasping pipeline applies a 3D convolutional neural network
to segmented and voxelized depth camera data to predict a gripper pose.

The apprenticeship model augments this online learning
process with strategic human demonstrations. If the grasping
pipeline repeatedly fails to predict a successful gripper orien-
tation, or if a prediction is associated with a low confidence
level, then the robot pauses and requests assistance. The
human then remotely controls the robot via virtual reality to
grasp the object, and the system uses the provided solution
to update its neural network weights via back-propagation.
The robot then resumes its autonomous learning process.

The human therefore only needs to provide positive exam-
ples, and only in situations that the system cannot solve on
its own. This strategically leverages human expertise while
reducing human workload, and yields high task success rates
since the robot and human must both fail for the overall task
to fail. Setting the thresholds for requesting demonstrations
can trade off reducing learning time with reducing workload.

IV. SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The system consists of two main components combined
by the apprenticeship model: a grasping pipeline based on
depth camera images, and an interface for providing human
demonstrations via teleoperation in virtual reality.

A. Grasping pipeline using a 3D CNN

The grasping pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2a. It first
captures a point cloud from a PrimeSense RGB-D camera
mounted on the robot and segments it into multiple point
clouds by fitting a planar background. This collection of
point clouds is converted to a 3D voxel grid G ∈ ZNg×Ng×Ng

where each voxel is either -1 (not occupied) or 1 (occupied)
and Ng is the edge length of the cubic voxel grid G.

A 3D convolutional neural network (CNN) then acts
on this occupancy grid to predict the most likely wrist
orientation for the gripper to grasp the detected object. The
current implementation focuses on grasping objects from the
top using 1 of Nω = 4 possible wrist orientations. Adapted
from [47], [48], the network is composed of convolution,
pooling, and dense layers as shown in Figure 2b. The input
layer is a 32× 32× 32 3D grid voxelized from the raw 3D
point cloud. Two convolution layers are followed by a max
pooling layer then two dense layers. The final layer has size
Nω = 4, corresponding to the discretized wrist orientations.

Autonomous Self-Supervised Learning

Learning by Human Demonstration

Rate robot’s skill

Oversee all 
robots

Control a
single robot

Fig. 3: Using a virtual reality interface, users oversee autonomously
learning robots and remotely control them when demonstrations are
requested. A virtual lobby can display all robots and their statuses.
Selecting one loads a control room where users can view video from the
robot and remotely control it by moving virtual orbs corresponding to
its grippers. Users can also convey their perception of the robot’s skill.

The output layer is activated via the sigmoid function
instead of the softmax function since the output should
be Nω independent probabilities (0 ≤ p(ωi) ≤ 1 where
i = 1, 2, · · · , Nω) rather than a probability distribution
over Nω wrist orientations (

∑Nω

i=1 p(ωi) = 1). The loss
function is correspondingly defined by the binary cross-
entropy instead of the categorical cross-entropy. In addition,
the final output of the last layer is Nω individual binary
output activations rather than being Nω dimensional. For
online grasping learning, the robot only executes one wrist
orientation ω̂ = argmaxωi

p(ωi) having the maximum prob-
ability, and this probability is interpreted as a confidence
value. The robot will get a reward specifically for this ω̂, so
the loss function should be defined only for this grasp and
the weights should be updated via back-propagation for the
pair ω̂ and its corresponding reward.

B. Virtual reality interface for demonstrations
The homunculus framework for teleoperation via virtual

reality presented in [49] was used to enable human supervi-
sion and remote control of a robot performing the grasping
task. The virtual environment, shown in Figure 3, depicts a
control room containing video feeds from the robot, status
information, and an interface for remote operation. Virtual
orbs represent the position and orientation of each robot
gripper, and the human can virtually grasp these orbs and
manipulate them to move the robot into a desired pose.

The virtual interface was extended to enable scalability
to multiple supervisors and multiple robots. Users can view
status information from multiple available robots in a display
lobby, or enter a control room to teleoperate a single robot.
In the lobby, each robot is shown as operating autonomously,
waiting for human help, or being controlled by another user.
Choosing to control a robot loads a control room specific to
that robot type, such as whether it has one or two arms.

Each user maintains a local database of available robots,
and each robot regularly broadcasts its status information
such as capabilities and operational state. Robot messages
can either have a global scope to reach all users of the



system, or a local scope to only communicate with the human
currently operating the robot. Users and robots can enter or
leave the system at any time; the possible types of robots
need to be known a priori, but not the specific collection of
robots. This framework allows the system to accommodate
large and variable numbers of workers and robots.

The presented experiments evaluating the apprentice
model use a single Rethink Robotics Baxter robot and an
Oculus Rift VR headset. The Unity framework controls the
VR interface, and communicates via LCM messages with
ROS nodes that operate the robot and the learning pipeline.
Video from a pair of cameras on the robot’s head are sent
via the NDI toolchain, and video from cameras in the robot’s
grippers are sent via ROS; these are shown in the VR room.

C. Experimental paradigm

Experiments were designed to evaluate each component of
the master-apprentice model. This includes rates of learning,
the effectiveness of the demonstration interface, and human
perceptions of the task and of robot competency.

1) Master-apprentice online learning: The apprenticeship
model combining self-supervised learning with learning by
demonstration was compared to each approach on its own. In
each case, the grasping pipeline started with an untrained net-
work. During the self-supervision case, the robot improved
this model solely based on trial-and-error exploration. During
the learning by demonstration case, the robot learned solely
from kinesthetic demonstrations: a human provided equal
numbers of positive and negative examples by manually
moving the robot. During apprenticeship, the robot learned
on its own via trial-and-error exploration but requested
demonstrations when it could not generate a successful grasp.

During each trial, a moisturizer bottle was randomly
placed on a table in front of the robot as seen in Figure 1. A
successful grasp required the robot to lift the object and hold
it for a fixed duration. After each successful grasp, the robot
placed the object on the table with a random position and
orientation. After an unsuccessful human demonstration, or
after each unsuccessful attempt in the solely self-supervised
case, a human randomly placed the object on the table.

The learned models were saved after 10, 50, 100, 150,
and 200 grasping trials. In the solely self-supervised case,
models were additionally saved after 300 and 400 grasping
trials. The accuracy of each saved model was then evaluated
offline by executing 20 grasps and using the bootstrapping
method for evaluating confidence bounds. This process was
completed once for each of the three learning paradigms.

2) Demonstration effectiveness: To investigate the effi-
cacy of the VR interface for providing demonstrations, 10
users each supervised 10 grasping trials using the master-
apprentice model. Prior to each experiment, subjects could
use the VR system until successfully operating the robot
to grasp an object. During the experiment, the robot au-
tonomously attempted its grasping predictions and requested
help if two consecutive grasps failed. It used a partially
trained grasping pipeline, which was held constant through-
out the experiments and not updated after each grasp.

3) Human perception of workload, skill, and trust: The
apprenticeship paradigm of the previous experiments was
augmented with user feedback to evaluate perception of the
robot and task. Specifically, metrics related to team fluency
and facilitating effective human-robot collaborations were
explored including workload, estimating the robot’s grasping
accuracy, and trust in the robot’s capabilities over time.

To investigate the impact of the robot’s accuracy on these
subjective metrics in a controlled manner, the robot’s grasp-
ing pipeline was held constant. Two pre-trained networks
were used with nominal success rates of 65% and 90%, and
were not updated after each grasp. Each person supervised
the robot during 2 blocks of approximately 25 trials each
(average 24.8±5.7 trials); they either experienced the low-
accuracy network during the first block and the high-accuracy
network during the second block, or the reverse ordering.

Subjective ratings were collected via in-task skill ratings
and post-task surveys. During each block, users were in-
structed to monitor the robot, respond quickly when asked
for help, and periodically rate the robot’s skill level from 0
to 100. These ratings were made by pressing a button on
their hand-held controller to reveal a virtual slider as seen in
Figure 3, then rotating their wrist to adjust the value. After
each block, users completed a survey including the NASA-
TLX workload assessment [50] and questions about their
impressions of the interface and robot.

A total of 8 users participated in this study (7 male,
aged 20-40 years). Experiments were approved by MIT’s
Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects.
Each experiment lasted approximately 1.5 hours.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Master-apprentice online learning

Learning curves for the apprenticeship, self-supervised,
and learning by demonstration experiments described in Sec-
tion IV-C.1 are shown in Figure 4a. To determine the chance
level for this task, the gripper orientation was manually
fixed at wrist angles between 0◦ and 170◦ equally spaced
at 10◦ increments and 5 grasps were attempted at each
angle. The average success rate was 53.3%, representing the
approximate success rate for a randomly chosen orientation.

Both the apprentice model and the learning by demon-
stration model achieve 100% grasping success rates after
attempting 150 grasps. The learning by demonstration ap-
proach initially learns faster, since the human provides equal
numbers of positive and negative grasps; the apprentice
model tends to experience more negative grasps in early
stages. The self-supervised approach also learns from its
examples, but at a much slower rate than the approaches in-
corporating demonstrations; its accuracy drops at 150 grasps,
and has not yet reached 100% accuracy after 400 grasps.

Although learning by demonstration is effective, it requires
a large commitment by the human as illustrated in Figure 4c.
Its number of demonstrations increases linearly, while the
apprentice model requires fewer demonstrations as its model
improves. This is highlighted by Figure 4b, which shows
that the apprentice model learns much faster with respect to
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(a) Incorporating demonstrations leads to faster
learning than solely self-supervised learning.
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(b) Apprenticeship needs fewer human interven-
tions to achieve the same grasping success rate.
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(c) The amount of required human intervention
decreases as the apprenticeship model improves.

Fig. 4: The apprentice model achieves more accurate grasping rates than pure self-supervision while using fewer examples,
and matches the perfect success rate of pure learning by demonstration while requiring fewer human interventions.
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Fig. 5: Survey data explores how varying the robot’s skill level impacted
the human’s perception of the workload and of the robot.

the number of human interventions. The apprentice model
achieves 100% accuracy after only 19 human interventions.

These results suggest that the apprenticeship model is an
effective way to incorporate human demonstrations into the
learning process at strategic times. It uses human demonstra-
tion as a valuable resource, only requesting it for situations
that can leverage human skill to yield informative learning.

B. Demonstration interface: efficacy and scalability

During 100 trials performed by 10 users as described
in Section IV-C.2, there were 35 requested human demon-
strations and 33 of these were successful on the hu-
man’s first attempt. The overall system therefore had a
success rate of p (RobotSucceeds) + p (RobotFails) ×
p (HumanSucceeds) = 98%. The robot could com-
plete the grasping task without help, using 1 or 2 at-
tempts as needed, in an average of 21.8 s with stan-
dard deviation (SD) 10.3 s. Trials that included hu-
man demonstrations after robot failure averaged 100.6 s
(SD=59.8 s). The expected grasp completion time for
the human-robot team with the partially trained grasp-
ing model is therefore E(t) = p(RobotSuccess)trobot +
p(RobotFails)trobotThenHuman = 49.4 s. As the model
learns, this expected time approaches the robot time. These
results indicate that the apprentice model yields a high task
success rate while gradually improving completion time as
human interventions become less frequent.

To investigate how this teaming impacts the user workload
and whether the decrease in interventions as the robot learns

makes a significant difference to the human, 8 subjects com-
pleted the NASA-TLX workload assessment as described
in Section IV-C.3. The results are shown in Figure 5a;
workload estimates were significantly higher in the low-
accuracy blocks than the high-accuracy blocks (p < 0.001).
Note that as shown in Figure 6b, the robot’s accuracy
did vary significantly between blocks as desired (accuracy
differences were also significant between blocks in each
individual experiment, with p < 0.05 for each one). Thus,
the reduction in required interventions as the model learns is
associated with a noticeable decrease in the human workload.

Across all blocks, results are promising for future scala-
bility of the paradigm to multiple robots and more complex
scenarios. The workload was relatively low, with an average
raw TLX score of 3.74 out of 10 (SD=0.89). There was
also no significant correlation between the time since the
last help request and the human’s reaction time to a new
request (R = 0.04, p = 0.77) across 71 requests (average
8.9±1.8 per subject). These results suggest that workload
remained low enough to not cause over-stimulation yet high
enough to not cause boredom. When asked to rate how easy
the system was to learn and how natural it was to use on a
scale from 0-10 with lower scores indicating easier learning
and more natural interaction, survey responses averaged 3.63
(SD=1.78) and 4.53 (SD=2.16), respectively. Each category
was not significantly different between block types. This
suggests the system was reasonably easy to learn and natural
to use, even when the robot requested help more frequently.

All together, results with this initial subject pool suggest
the VR interface was an effective and scalable way to provide
demonstrations while keeping workload at reasonable levels.

C. Human perception of the robot’s capabilities

In addition to evaluating the robot’s performance and
the required human workload to help it improve learning,
it is important to consider the human’s perception of the
robot during the task. Appropriately estimating the robot’s
capabilities can directly impact the fluency of interactions
when collaborating on more complex tasks.

1) Estimation of robot skill: To investigate how well the
supervisor can estimate the robot’s skill, in-task user ratings
can be compared to the actual cumulative grasping success
rate at the time of the rating. The results, illustrated in Fig-
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(b) Post-block and in-block ratings of robot skill varied
significantly between block types. The tendency to over-
estimate skill is also visible for each block type.
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(c) Ratings generally tracked robot accuracy,
albeit with an offset and often overestimating
changes. Sample traces are from 5 subjects.

Fig. 6: Comparing true robot grasping success rates with subjective skill ratings suggests that users tend to overestimate
robot skill, while broadly identifying when the robot improves or declines.

ure 6a, indicate that human ratings were significantly higher
than the actual robot accuracy (p < 0.001). On average, these
subjective skill ratings were 23.7 percentage points higher
than the actual accuracy (SD=21.9 percentage points). This
offset is also visible in sample traces of Figure 6c.

This overestimation was also observed during low and
high accuracy blocks individually, both for in-task ratings
(p < 0.001 for both categories) and overall skill ratings on
post-block surveys (p < 0.05 for both categories). These
offsets between subjective and objective ratings in each block
type are visible in Figure 6b. Note that the order in which
subjects experienced each block type was randomized. While
larger experiments in the future could investigate factors such
as individual subject biases, these initial results may suggest
a placebo effect of automation: a tendency for the supervisor
to give the robot the benefit of the doubt and assume it is
more capable than it actually is.

Figure 6b and Figure 6c indicate that subjects generally
tracked trends in the robot’s skill level. Yet the ordering of
the blocks may impact how accurately such changes can be
estimated between blocks. To investigate this, a metric of
skill overestimation was defined as the difference between
an in-task user rating and the actual grasping accuracy at the
time of the rating. Among low-accuracy blocks, this overesti-
mation metric was significantly lower if the block came after
a high-accuracy block than if it was the user’s first impression
of the robot (p < 0.005). Among high-accuracy blocks, it
was significantly higher if that block followed a low-accuracy
block than if it was the user’s first impression (p < 0.005).
While more experiments would be needed to explore a larger
sample size, these preliminary results suggest subjects may
tend to overestimate changes in the robot’s skill; they may
be excited by improvements or dejected by declines, leading
to disproportionate increases or decreases in the estimated
robot accuracy. These results compare aggregated ratings
between blocks, but some disproportionate changes are also
seen within blocks in Figure 6c.

2) Generalization of robot capability: Understanding how
trust in the robot depends on robot performance and how it
may generalize to new situations can help facilitate effective
human-robot interactions. When asked to rate the robot’s
overall intelligence and trustworthiness, subjects provided
significantly higher ratings after high-accuracy blocks than

after low-accuracy blocks (p < 0.05) as seen in Figure 5b;
this suggests that the robot’s skill at a specific task such as
grasping may influence perception of broader capabilities.
To explore this, subjects were asked to rate (from 1-7) how
likely they would be to trust the robot in a variety of settings
and tasks. Ratings for whether they would trust the robot
to work with them on picking tasks or building tasks, to
operate in a factory or office, and to work safely around
people were all higher after high-accuracy blocks (p < 0.05
for all 5 metrics). Whether they would trust the robot to pick
up different objects, work with power tools, or operate in a
classroom did not significantly change between block types.
While the current subject pool was relatively small, these
initial results suggest tendencies to generalize the robot’s
skill to situations beyond the specific task experienced.

VI. CONCLUSION

The presented apprenticeship model for learning robot
grasping uses VR teleoperation to augment self-supervised
learning with strategically requested human demonstrations.
Human demonstrations improve learning speed, while self-
supervised exploration decreases necessary human involve-
ment. As the grasping model improves, subjects perceive a
decrease in workload and an increase in robot capability.
Combined with user studies of the interface, these results
suggest that the presented system was an effective mech-
anism for leveraging human skill to improve learning of
the grasping task. They are also promising for extensions
to multi-robot supervision scenarios, which is enabled by
the scalable implementation of the VR interface. Regarding
the human’s experience within the human-robot interac-
tion, preliminary experiments reveal interesting tendencies to
overestimate robot skill, overestimate changes in robot skill,
and generalize the robot’s capabilities to hypothetical new
situations. Future work should further explore these trends
with a larger subject pool, and can investigate using multiple
robots or more complex tasks. In this way, the present work
moves towards scalable and deployable robot learning for
novel tasks using human-robot teaming via virtual reality.
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